Community Liaison Guide

Family Orientation

Set-up – Stations should be set up well before the event. Make sure you have all the supplies you will use.

Arrival – (10 min) As families arrive, hand out agendas, help put coats and gear away.

Welcome! – (5 min) Drum everyone into the event space. Give a brief introduction to the event and what Baby Raven Reads (BRR) is about. Introduce yourself and your team, give a brief overview of what will take place. Then move into story time.

Story Time – (5-10 min) Read the book Am’ala, or have your Cultural Specialist do this.

Stations – (30 min)

1. Dramatic Play
   a. Puppets and stick figures for re-enacting story

2. Make a Face
   a. Children can draw self-portraits using the mirror provided.
   b. Provide drawing materials. Activity directions should be posted on the table.

3. A is for Am’ala
   a. Paper will be provided for children and parents to trace hand prints to cut out. Each handprint will go onto the world. Directions provided.

4. Parent Paperwork
   a. Parents must sign-in for each event, enroll if they haven’t already done so, sign a medical release and emergency contact form.

Cleanup – (10 min) Everyone helps! Sing a clean-up song.

Departure – (5 min) Gather for goodbye song, sing as families get ready to go, drum them out the door.

Home Mail Outs

- Book
- Literacy Activity Kit
- Literacy Tips